
The little story in the big story



This artbook was conceived and written by Jean-Claude Quoineaud, 
who supported the “Great Race” project from the very beginning. 
His unwavering passion shines through the story he created!

Thank you, Jean-Claude.



As he was visiting his family in Poland in 1900, André Citroën dis-
covered a V-shaped gearing system in use in local flourmills and spin-
ning mills. Until then, straight-cut gears were commonly used. Citroën 
immediately understood that this new process would allow for more 
power while also limiting the strain and wear suffered by the gears. He 
bought the system’s patent and went back to France to start his own 
company, manufacturing V-shaped double-tooth gears. 
That’s how Citroën’s current logo, the “Double-Chevron” (herring-
bone motif), was created.

In 1912, after buying Mors’s car manufacturing company, he vi-
sited the Ford factory in the US and discovered its mass-production 
and cost-cutting organisation. He then implemented these methods in 
France and allowed Mors to produce 800 vehicles in 1913, com-
pared to 300 in 1908.

André CITROEN,
industrialist & talent-discoverer
He was born on February 5, 1878, and died on July 3, 
1935, in Paris.



In 1914, he adapted his company to contribute to the 
war effort and started to produce ammunition, using the 
same revolutionary techniques. These new processes, 
along with his interpersonal skills, allowed him to become 
one of the most prominent wartime industrialists and to 
make his fortune. He also built up a first-rate political 
network, which proved useful in the course of his career. 

André Citroën was not an inventor. Nor was he a tech-
nician. But he was a talent-discoverer. After the war, he 
realised that the armies were to be increasingly mecha-
nised, and that in a time of lack of horses, automotive 
vehicles embodied the future.

That’s why as soon as 1917 he adapted his company 
to start manufacturing cars. In 1919, he created an 
all-terrain department. He recruited an engineer, Adolphe 
Kégresse, who invented a flexible tracks system. That’s 
how the production of the Citroën Kégresse half-track 
vehicles started.



In order to popularize his concept and to remain competitive 
against Louis Renault, André Citroën introduced yet another 
innovation. He set up a network of car dealers, initiated consumer 
credit and created an after-sales service. From 1925 to 1934, 
he used the Eiffel Tower as an advertising panel, paving the way for 
our bright billboards today.
Naturally organised and practical, André Citroën built a factory in 
the 15th arrondissement, in Balard, to imagine, plan and organise, 
in great secrecy, sponsored expeditions that would become legendary.

André CITROEN,
a visionary dreamer

His well-known “Croisières” brought him to fame, but he never ma-
naged to translate this advertising success into a commercial one. 
His main objective was to shine, to make people dream, to startle, 
to innovate, to invent. But he was incapable of capitalizing on a 
success. No sooner had he completed a story that he dreamed of 
another.
All these innovations were expensive and the company became less 
profitable. Huge advertising expenses, André Citroën’s intense 
social life and his great industrial enterprises based on revolu-
tionary techniques (the “Croisières” expeditions) finally brought 
the company to bankruptcy in 1934. It was then taken over by 
Michelin.



The great story of the “Croisières”

In 1920, while products were still advertised for in news-
papers, Citroën was about to introduce marketing. 
The idea of the Citroën “Croisières” expeditions had taken 
form. Their purpose was to present the brand’s vehicles 
through filming expeditions in unknown and inaccessible 
regions, under the pretext of scientific, cultural and car-
tographic studies. It was to be a way for Citroën to po-
pularize his brand by making people dream and selling his 
concept. 
André Citroën organised four “Croisières” between 1923 
and 1934. The men who took part in these expeditions 
most certainly experienced a life of adventure. 
The last expedition, the “Croisière blanche”, was a financial 
and human disaster. 
The Great Race recounts the second expedition – and also 
one of the most famous of them all. It took place in Cen-
tral-Africa and was also called the “Croisière noire”. For 
the first time, motorised vehicles would travel across a 
whole continent, the largest part of which was still totally 
unknown to scientists, historians and cartographers. 
The risks and the material, financial and human accidents 
or difficulties are impossible to foresee and will have to be 
dealt with as they arise. 



France always competed with her sworn enemy, Great Britain, and colo-
nial issues were only the tip of the iceberg in this economic war. Africa was 
one of the great battlefields on which the two European countries fought 
against one another. Other countries also managed to get a slice of the pie: 
with Mussolini in power, Italy engaged into a colonial adventure by defea-
ting Abyssinia and taking over Libya. 
African countries were militarily weak and economically underdeveloped. 
Their natural resources had therefore been left untouched and many regions 
abounded in metal-bearing ore, precious stones and exotic wood. 
The exploitation of local workforces paid on starvation wages made the 
whole enterprise very profitable. In territories where everything was still 
to build, colonizing countries used and misused their technological and mi-
litary powers to pursue their strategy, giving humanitarian relief, cultural 
interest and mass-schooling projects as a pretext to secure their economic 
predominance. 

         French possessions

         British possessions

         Italian possessions

         Belgian possessions

         Spanish possessions

         Portuguese possessions

In accordance with the Treaty of Versailles after the Armistice of No-
vember 11, 1918, Tanganyika (now Zanzibar) and Cameroon, former 
German possessions, were respectively ceded back to Great Britain and 
France. 

Historical context   *colonial times*
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The “Croisière noire” was Citroën’s second ex-
pedition, but the first trans-African automobile 
expedition. 

In 1920, André Citroën was already in sharp 
competition with Louis Renault. He set a challenge 
between the two companies, and travelled across 
the Sahara in 1923: it was the first “Croisière”. 
Louis Renault took up the gauntlet by launching 
his Torpedo 10CV models, with 6 wheels, inclu-
ding 4 driving ones. It was a tie between the two 
industrialists. This was first and foremost a spor-
ting competition, and the aim was to drive from 
Algeria to the Sudanese regions for the first time. 
They also contemplated the creation of a coach 
line in the long run. This was a promising market. 
André Citroën, always a risk-taker, decided to 
strike a decisive blow. The creation of new roads 
was of little importance to him: what he really 
aimed at was to make a name for himself on the 
international stage, and to build a strong public 
image. While Louis Renault focused on the deve-
lopment of the idea of road lines, André Citroën 
was interested in spectacular achievements, often 
at the cost of pragmatism.

This time, the sporting expedition was replaced 
with an eight-month long-distance rally over 
20,000km across the African continent. 
From North to South, starting from Colomb-Bé-
char in Algeria – the event’s base camp –, the 
second Citroën “Croisière” would travel across 
the Sahara to reach Niger, Tchad and Ouban-
gui-Chari before heading for the Belgian Congo. 

The “Croisière noire”  how it all started The teams would then reach Lake Victoria and 
southern Africa. It was simply unimaginable at 
the time. So many unknown regions, fostering 
unknown people and wildlife, new territories 
to explore. André Citroën was regarded as a 
hero of his time. This epic race would be closely 
followed in France. The country was once again 
in the limelight, ready to display its technologi-
cal, industrial, cultural, diplomatic and political 
strengths. 

This route was to be modified several times, ac-
cording to the demands of local colonizing au-
thorities, who saw the expedition as a way to 
bring out their colonial achievements. 
French President Gaston Doumergue thus 
wanted the expedition to reach its final desti-
nation in the gem of French possessions, Ma-
dagascar. But Belgian King Albert I wished 
the expedition to head for Stanleyville – the 
Congolese capital – via Niangara, north of the 
Ouellé river. These were two rich regions, but 
separated by a dense rainforest, without any 
means of communication. The local governor 
therefore immediately initiated the construction 
of a 500km road to allow the Citroën mission 
to reach the capital of Belgian Congo.
 
From there, the Citroën team was to split up 
into four groups who, after visiting Kenya, Tan-
ganyika, Nyassaland, Mozambique and British 
southern Africa, would meet up in Madagascar. 
The “Croisière noire” was now reaching an in-
ternational scale. 



It is one thing to trace a route on a map, but another to concretely organise this journey. One 
has to plan, set up refuelling points, stock the necessary amount of food supplies, mechanical spare 
parts, fuel and money all along the expedition’s route. 

No less than six supply missions were needed to create thirty refuelling points all along the 
20,000km road. Without this colossal preparation, the Citroën expedition would never have 
completed this incredible journey across a continent. 

While the supply missions were operating, tests were also conducted in Colomb-Béchar. The 
equipment was checked up. Half-track vehicles were put to the test on rocky Hamada terrain. 
Everything was noted and photographed. Dysfunctional or broken pieces were sent back for ana-
lysis to Citroën’s top-secret factory, which had been specifically built to prepare the expeditions, 
in Balard. 

All this information would lead to the creation of a new model: the half-track P2 Croisière noire 
10 HP. 
Meanwhile, André Citroën brought all his World War I network into play and reached out to 
the War, Colonial, and Public Instruction Offices, the Under-Secretary for aeronautics and the 
Foreign Office. 

Arms and camping equipment were bought in London and information about the British colo-
nies was gathered with the help of General Swinton. Spanish and Ethiopian authorities were also 
reached out to. 
The expedition was considerably scaling up: it was now taking on assignments given by three mi-
nistries and two scientific societies – the Geographical Society and the Natural History Museum 
in Paris – and could present itself as an economic, humanitarian, scientific and cultural enterprise. 
Georges-Marie Haardt, director of the Citroën factories and member of the company’s board, 
and Louis Audoin-Dubreuil, a flight lieutenant and experienced Saharan traveller, were to lead the 
expedition. 

The expedition was entirely financed by André Citroën. The French authorities were here to help, 
sending troops, but the risks were so important that no politician or investor wanted to sponsor 
this adventure. But never mind, André Citroën thought, for “when it comes to great ideas, the 
price doesn’t matter”.

Organizing the expedition



and find solutions so that the expedition 
would not be brought to a standstill due 
to material damage. 
20,000km of unknown roads, unex-
plored forests and hostile deserts lay 
ahead. 

The expedition only had approximate 
maps at disposal, and rough distance 
evaluations needed to be corrected. Lo-
cal guides were hard to find. 
Compasses provided a solution during 
the day and were replaced with sextants 
and celestial navigation at night.
Food supplies would sometimes be scarce, 
local climates were difficult and unsettled, 
even unbearable; the expedition would so-
metimes enter hostile regions, encounter 

Alexandre Lacovleff, a great traveller, 
but also a painter and an ethnologist, 
George Specht, a photographer and 
cameraman, and his assistant Léon Poi-
rier, were to gather ethnological data 
for the Natural History Museum and the 
Geographical Society. 
Professor Eugène Bergonnier, a tropical 
diseases specialist and a taxidermist, was 
to set vaccination campaigns in place and 
bring back exotic animal specimens for the 
Natural History Museum. 
Last but not least, Maurice Penaud would 
be head of the mechanical team scattered 
all along the expedition’s route to prepare 
the refuelling points, see to unavoidable 
reparations, material improvements, 

To complete the great race in prepara-
tion, exceptional men possessing courage, 
audacity, thoughtfulness, and prepared 
to live the hard way, were needed. 
Major Bettenbourg, from colonial in-
fantry, was to take on the teams’ protec-
tion. He would lead one of the four teams 
after the expedition’s split-up, north 
of Ouganda. Charles Bull, an engineer, 
would be in charge of finding solutions 
to help the vehicles get over obstacles, 
be it by removing them or by building in-
frastructures on the spot. He would also 
assess the expedition’s engineering needs 
when crossing territories under French 
administration.

tribes on guard against foreigners, come 
upon impassable rivers, follow unending 
roads, all the while facing fatal diseases 
and dangerous animals. 
Only a deep passion for adventure could 
prompt these men to engage in such an 
expedition, and on October 12, 1924, 
at 2 AM, rue des entrepreneurs in Paris, 
the last hammer blows to close the crates 
were delivered in André Citroën’s pre-
sence. 
The eight half-track vehicles and all their 
equipment were to be transported in 
great secrecy to Marseilles and then to 
Colomb-Béchar. 

The heroes of the expedition



Everything had been done in great secrecy 
so far. André Citroën, Kégresse and Hinstin 
met on the quayside, but no journalist had 
been warned or invited. 

Citroën, though a marketing devotee and a 
spotlight lover, had for once been extremely 
discreet, partly because a spanner had been 
thrown into the works regarding the ambi-
tious “Croisière” in Central Asia a few mon-
ths before. 

Indeed, George Estienne, a crack driver, and 
his brother, who had both participated in 
the first trans-Saharan expedition, betrayed 
him. They helped Citroën organise his second 
expedition, using their experience, but then 
joined Louis Renault who was also preparing 
a rally. 

With his Torpedo 6X4 models, Louis Renault 
intended on following the Citroën teams on 
their heels and even counted on overtaking 
them on southern-African roads, to which 
his cars were especially suited. 
The loading of the vehicles in Marseilles was 
therefore not publicized. All messages, sent 
or received, regarding the Citroën expedi-
tion in central Africa were also encoded. 
Georges-Marie Haardt received the eight 
half-track vehicles in Colomb-Béchar. On 
October 28, 1924, standing in his car – 
which he had named The Gold Bug –, he gave 
the expedition’s starting signal. 

The other seven vehicles were also given 
names: the Pack-saddled Elephant, the Tra-
velling Sun, the Winged Snail, the Silver Cres-
cent, the Dove, the Centaur and Pegasus. 

The great race had begun; it would end on 
June 26, 1925. Thoroughly relayed by the 
media, it would also outshine the Renault ex-
pedition even though the Torpedos’ perfor-
mance was more impressive (technical details 
will be dealt with in the part devoted to the 
Gradis mission). 

Colonial exhibitions in Marseilles and Paris 
were inundated with paintings and photo-
graphs by Lacovleff, while in-depths studies 
were submitted to the ministries involved in 
the expedition. André Citroën’s legitimacy 
as an innovator and a socialite was further 
establishing itself in Paris. 

Georges-Marie Haardt’s motto was “Res, 
non verba” (deeds, not words), so the “Croi-
sière noire” was only a prelude to something 
greater, something grander. 

On July 4, 1925, as the Chambord was 
sailing away from the Madagascan coast, 
bringing back to France the white half-
track vehicles and their worn-out pennants, 
Louis Audouin-Dubreuil and Georges-Marie 
Haardt were longing for one and only thing: 
another expedition. 

The Great Race



Louis Renault gained his reputation through motor racing. His researches 
were focused on power, speed, and sporting achievements, while André Ci-
troën was more concerned with marketing, state-of-the-art technique and 
innovation.

First mission (Citroën)
General Jean-Baptiste Eugène Estienne, along with his son Georges Estien-
ne, organised the Algeria-Niger Mission with the help of the Trans-Saharan 
General Company (Compagnie Générale Transsaharienne, also known as 
CGT), founded by Gaston Gradis, and the support of several ministries. 
The expedition was headed by Georges Estienne and started on November 
9, 1923, with four Citroën-Kégresse half-track vehicles towing a Nieu-
port aircraft with folding wings. After reaching Adrar (a town in central 
Algeria) on November 17, it took them only three days to cross the Ta-
nezrouft desert using a new route which proved especially suitable for dri-
ving or landing. André Citroën met up with the team in the Sahara, bringing 
many journalists with him. The expedition was widely covered by the media. 

The Gradis Mission Second mission (Renault)
In order to create a permanent air-road-rail link between northern Africa and Niger, the rally 
forming the so-called “second Gradis mission” took place in 1924 with three cars belonging to 
Renault’s sixth series, with MH 10 CV twin wheels and a 6X4 system, the driving wheels being 
set on two rear axles. The racers left the Foreign Legion fort in Colomb-Béchar on November 
14, 1924. 
Gradis and his teammates (among which were Marshal Louis Franchet d’Espèrey, the Estienne 
brothers, and Henri de Kérillis, a writer) followed the so-called “Great Axis” road for more than 
1,900km, under the protection of three Bréguet 16 aircrafts, equipped with Renault 300 CV 
engines, headed by Lieutenant Noël Paolacci. They reached Bourem on November 24, after an 
express eleven days’ journey including only one day of rest in Adrar. The convoy then crossed 
the Niger river 700km farther, in Gaya, to reach Cotonou. The technicians-cum-drivers were 
Liaume, Liocourt and Bonnaure, each car being also escorted by four legionnaires who knew how 
to drive. 
Having fulfilled its main mission, the expedition then headed for the French colonies in central Afri-
ca, 200km south of Gao (Sudan), on December 11, 1924. 
Yet only the journey across the Sahara and the Citroën “Croisière” would go down in history. 
Louis Renault did not manage to publicise his feat, which was of higher quality than the Citroën 
expedition through the Sahara. Marketing took over technique and inventiveness. 



Renault’s 10CV 
Torpedo (1924)

Citroën’s project of an expedi-
tion through the Sahara reached 
Louis Renault’s ears. Citroën only 
saw it as an advertising oppor-
tunity, but Renault, who was far 
more pragmatic, envisioned the 
creation of a new road link. He 
decided to take up the gaunt-
let. Using his 10 CV model as a 
base, he had the steel frame modi-
fied to add a second rear driving 
axle. Indeed, Renault’s main focus 
was propulsion – and a few mon-
ths later, he would fire his chief 
engineer, André Lefebvre, who 
rather saw traction as a way to 
break new ground. Ironically, An-
dré Lefebvre would then be hired 
by Citroën and invent a front-
wheel drive system before crea-
ting the 2 CV and the DS models. 
As for Renault’s Torpedo, it was 
equipped with six twin wheels, 
allowing a better road-holding. 
The low-pressure tires could also 
be deflated to facilitate driving on 
sandy ground. 
The first six wheels MH model 
was finalised at Renault’s facto-
ry in Billancourt on December 1, 
1923. The vehicle had four rear 
driving wheels attached to two 
parallel axles. 

Two vehicles were tested in De-
cember 1923 during a rally from 
Toggourt to Tozeur, in southern 
Algeria and Tunisia. Then, from 
November 15, 1924, to De-
cember 3, 1924, three Topedos 
took part in the Gradis mission. 
They travelled across the Sahara 
with Marshal Franchet and Ma-
jor d’Espèrey as crew members. 
The team left Colomb-Béchar and 
headed for Cotonou. In 1925, 
they crossed Africa from Nor-
th to South along a 23,000km 
route, without much planning: it 
was the Délingette expedition. 
The Renault Torpedos could 
drive up a 60 per cent slope. 
During the Délingette expedi-
tion and the “Croisière noire”, 
Renault and Citroën vehicles 
covered the same distance, but 
it only took Renault’s Torpedos 
eleven days, while the Citroën 
teams needed twenty-three days. 
But only the “Croisière” went 
down in history: marketing took 
over. Yet Louis Renault achieved 
what André Citroën was never 
able to do: he created a perma-
nent road link between northern 
Africa and Niger, supervised 
by the Trans-Saharan General 
Company, using 10 CV vehicles 
transformed into coaches. 



Louis Audouin-Dubreuil (1887-1960)
He was born in Saint-Jean-d’Angély on August 2, 
1887. From 1907 to 1910, he did his military ser-
vice in the 10th hussar cavalry regiment and then at 
the Saumur military school. In 1911, he took over the 
management of his father’s Cognac business. On August 
2, 1914, he was mobilised in La Rochelle with the 10th 
hussar regiment as a liaison deputy officer. He fought on 
the Marne battlefields, in the Arras trenches, and then in 
the Argonne region, on the Four-de-Paris battlefields. 
In 1916, he fought in the Malencourt forest and on the 
left wing of the Verdun offensive. When the cavalry regi-
ments were discharged, he was in Belgium. In 1917, he 
got his flying license and went to southern Tunisia, where 
he created the Zarsis aviation camp. He fought against 
the Senoussis and set up sections of armoured vehicles. 
In 1919, he was head of the automobile section during 
the Saoura-Tidikelt military mission in the Sahara. 
In 1920, he met up with André Citroën and 
Georges-Marie Haardt to prepare the first trans-Saha-
ran expedition. He did on-site reconnaissance missions 
and chose the refuelling points. He was deputy chief 
of the first Citroën expedition from December 1922 
to January 1923 and then of the “Croisière noire” in 
1924-1925. 

the historical figure behind the character
Jean Delatour. 



In the game
Jean Delatour has already taken part in a trans-Saharan 
expedition and therefore knows which way to go. He is able 
to conduct one reconnaissance mission and to reveal two 
tiles on the map on each turn.



Percival «Percy» Harrison Fawcett
He was born on August 18, 1867 in Torquay and probably died in 1925. He was a British 
lieutenant-colonel, a cartographer, an archaeologist and an explorer. He went missing in the 
Brazilian jungle while looking for a lost city. 
The uncertainty regarding his death gave birth to a variety of myths, legends and rumours that 
thrived for over twenty-five years. His disappearance remained a mystery. He was educated 
at Newton Abbott College before embracing a military career. In 1886, he got his officer 
qualifications in the Royal Artillery and joined the Trincomalee garrison in Ceylon. In 1901, 
he was sent on a secret mission in northern Africa, where he learned topography. In 1906, 
he was contacted by the London Geographical Society to map the borders between Brazil 
and Bolivia. He started to explore this region in 1906 and thoroughly documented his trip, 
taking notes about the local geography, strange animals (from piranhas to anacondas), and 
the life of local workers (whose mortality rate was over 50 per cent). From 1906 to 1913, 
he took part in six different expeditions, with the aim of mapping Bolivia but also to explore 
unknown regions. One of these expeditions allowed him to discover the Ricardo Franco hills, 
a rocky high plateau surrounded with impassable cliffs. A few years later, Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle, a friend of Fawcett’s, used it as one of his novels’ setting, The Lost World, populating 
it with prehistorical animals. In 1925, Fawcett and his team left the capital of Mato Grosso, 
Cuiba, and headed for Upper Xingu. Then they vanished into thin air. Rumours quickly started 
to circulate: Indians asserted he had been seen living with an Indian princess. Others believed 
he had finally found a lost city and had decided never to go back to civilisation. 
In 2005, David Grann, a journalist from New York, visited a Kalapalo village in Upper Xingu 
and discovered that oral traditions regarding Fawcett were still handed down from father to 
son. According to them, Fawcett and his companions stopped at the village before heading 
farther east. The Kalapalos tried to dissuade them from leaving, warning them against savage 
Indians living in this region. They were able to see the explorer and his team’s campfires for 
five days. Then the fires disappeared for good. According to the Kalapalos, Fawcett and his 
friends were certainly killed by Indians.

the historical figure behind the character
Sir Andrew Walledgrave. 



In the game
Sir Andrew has many contacts in the Royal Navy. He can 
embark on ships with the greatest ease and has a talent for 
finding solutions. He is therefore able to save 50F for a sea 
journey on each turn.



Wavrin de Villers-au-Tertre 
Marquis Robert Wavrin de Villers-au-Tertre was an ethnologist and 
an explorer. He was born on August 29, 1888, in Bottelare (East 
Flanders) and died in Uccle on June 29, 1971. From 1913 to 1937, 
he explored South America, studying the Amerindian populations he en-
countered, especially in the Orinoco and Amazonian basins. He financed 
his expeditions using his own fortune, which allowed him to conduct 
them freely. From 1913, Robert Wavrin spent many years exploring 
South America’s least known regions, then went back to Europe as a 
war volunteer in 1917 and served until 1919. He then resumed his 
explorations right after being discharged. He thus spent twenty-five 
years of his life travelling in South America, carrying his camera at all 
times and taking pictures or filming regions, cultures and traditions of 
several ethnic groups whose way of life would slowly be destroyed by 
the inexorable advance of modernity. He also studied local wildlife and 
even discovered new species, such as the Biotodoma Wawrini, a fish now 
bearing his name. 

He left a huge and detailed documentation about the traditions and 
culture of many different tribes. His films are of great interest, since they 
provide first-hand information about ethnic groups who have been de-
cimated or disappeared since. He gathered a collection of Amerindian 
objects, shot four full-length and seven short films, but also thousands 
of photographs. His best-known film, entitled In the Land of the Scalp 
(1931), evokes the Shuars – also known as Jivaros – and their head-
shrinking techniques. Wavrin also wrote many books and articles about 
South America. 

the historical figure behind the character
Leonard van hotten



In the game
Léonard van Hotten is a skillful businessman and a cunning 
diplomat. No matter where he is, he is always well received. 
On entering a town, Léonard always picks at least two sup-
ply cards.



Felice Nazzaro was born in Monte da Po on December 
4, 1881, in the Piedmontese province of Turin and died on 
March 21, 1940, in Turin. He was nicknamed “the King of 
speed” and “the man who could drive two miles a minute”. He was 
an Italian driver who became famous before World War I, but 
also boosted his reputation in 1922, at forty, by winning the 
French Automobile Club’s Grand Prix with a Fiat car. He was 
first hired by Fiat as a mechanic’s apprentice and worked on one 
of the Ceirano brothers’ engine. Then he became Vincenzo Flo-
rio’s car mechanic and ran several races with him. He became a 
driver and first got behind the wheel during the Gordon Bennett 
Automobile Cup in 1905. Outstanding performances then piled 
up, until he was considered as the world’s best driver in 1907. 
Along with his adopted brother, he founded his own company in 
Turin: Nazzaro & C. Fabbrica di Automobili. 
During World War I, he contributed to the war effort by manu-
facturing lorries which were propelled by a 10 cylinders Anzani 
engine. But as the government did not place orders, he had to 
close his factory in 1916. 
He died in 1940 after a long illness. Fiat gave him a solemn 
funeral and he was buried in the family vault next to his wife in 
Montiglio Monferrato’s cemetery. 

the historical figure behind the character
Gianni Martinetti.



In the game
Gianni Martinetti is a crack mechanic. He likes it when 
an engine runs like a clock. He is able to repair his 
mechanics once on each turn.



Louis Chevrolet, the second child in a family of seven, was born on December 25, 
1878, in La Chaux-de-Fonds in Switzerland, where his father worked in the watch-
making industry. In 1880, as the economic crisis came to an end, his father, who was 
a talented watchmaker, went back to work in his native village: Bonfol. At that time, 
the family lived in Beurnevésin, a neighbouring village. In 1887, they moved to France 
and settled in Beaune. Louis Chevrolet became a bike mechanic and started to run bike 
races. He then met the American billionaire Vanderbilt, who offered him a job in the 
US. In spite of this offer, he decided to stay in France and work in the Darracq car 
factories in Paris. He then headed for America, and after a short stay in Quebec, he 
arrived in the US in 1900 and found a job at Dion Bouton America in New York. In 
1905, he started working for Fiat, and it was under the company’s colours that he 
won his first race. The following year, he broke the “mile record”, driving a Darracq 
car. William Durant, CEO of the Buick group, got impressed by his performances 
and offered him to help create and drive the Buick Bug. In 1909, after winning se-
veral races, he ranked second at the American championship. The Chevrolet Motor 
Company was created in Michigan on November 3, 1911, and created the Classix 
Six, a luxurious sedan that is remembered as a paragon of innovation in America. Louis 
Chevrolet seized a trip to Europe as an opportunity to go back to where he grew up. 
Back in the US, a dissension led him to cede back all his parts and his brand to his as-
sociate, William Durant. Following his motto, “Never give up”, he then founded his own 
stable, Frontenac, and his own racing car in 1914. Incredibly light and powerful, 
thanks to the use of aluminium, this car brought him to fame but also caused the death 
of his brother, Gaston, who was posthumously hailed as an American champion. After 
Gaston’s death, Louis devoted himself to his passion: mechanics. In 1921, he founded 
the Chevrolet Brothers Manufacturing Company with the help of another brother, 
Arthur. They developed engines for cars and planes. With the 1929 crisis approa-
ching, Louis left the company in the hands of his brother and started to work in the 
Chevrolet factory in Detroit. Wasted by disease and ruined by the crisis, he died on 
June 6, 1941, and was buried in Indianapolis’s cemetery. The memorial celebrating the 
life of a man who changed American history can still be seen there.

the historical figure behind the character
louis chevy.



In the game
Louis Chevy knows where to find sponsors and has many 
driving races contacts, thanks to his reputation as a dare-
devil. That’s why he earns 20F on each turn. That’s going 
to help him move his pawns, for sure!



the historical figure behind the character
Simone de forêt.

Simone Louise Pinet de Borde des Forest, more generally known as 
Simone Louise des Forest or simply Simone des Forest, was a French driver. She was born 
on March 7, 1910, in Royan (Charente-Maritime) and died on November 15, 2004, 
in Vichy (Allier). She was one of the first women to get a driving license in France, in 
1929, and ran driving races as soon as 1930. Her name also originated a French 
idiom: “En voiture, Simone!”. One year after getting her license, she ran her first automo-
bile sporting race, the Baraque Coast race, near Clermont-Ferrand. She then embraced 
a career in the automotive world as a driver, challenging the prejudice of that time. 
She took part in many races and rallies without having a single accident until 1957. 
In 1931, she ran the Paris-Vichy race with her mother as a co-driver. In 1934, she 
competed in the Monte-Carlo rally with her friend Fernande Hustinx, driving a 301 
Peugeot. The two women left Romania and reached Monaco after a 3,772km journey, 
facing many adventures that Simone des Forest recounted and illustrated in a logbook. 
The two women also won the Coupe des Dames. In 1935, competing once again in the 
Monte-Carlo rally, Simone des Forest and Odette Siko, driving a Triumph car, ranked 
third at the Coupe des Dames, and thirty-sixth at the general ranking (with a low-dis-
placement engine: 1,232cm³, compared to 3,000cm³ for the winning female team’s car). 
Along with Odette Siko, Hellé Nice and Claire Descollas, she conducted speed tests from 
May 19 to May 29, 1937, at the car-racing track of Montlhéry, with the help of the 
engine oil company Yacco, who was her sponsor. Under the guidance of Odette Siko, 
and in spite of rising tensions due to Simone des Forest’s and Claire Descollas’s hostility 
towards Hellé Nice, the four women broke twenty-five world records, some of which 
remain unbeaten. During World War II, Simone drove a Red Cross lorry. After the war, 
she participated in the French lorry drivers championship and ranked tenth. Acclaimed 
by the greatest drivers – including Fangio himself, apparently –, she then turned to civil 
aviation. She was also one of the first women to open a driving-school, in 1950, tea-
ching there for twenty-five years. 



In the game
Simone de Forêt and her suffragettes team have amazing or-
ganisational skills! During bivouac phases, she earns a sup-
plementary card once all the other players have picked theirs. 



During World War I, women took the place of men, working in the fields 
and in factories. They provided food to civilians and soldiers and pro-
duced arms and ammunition. After the war, they wished to keep their 
freedom of action and reflection. Indeed, they had become aware of their 
importance in their social environment. They got interested in politics 
and wanted to win the right to vote in order to have a voice in the buil-
ding of the society they lived in. 

In Great Britain, this movement was widely popular and took the name 
of “Suffragette”. Society was changing: women started to wear trousers 
and tomboy cuts. They also did sports which were reserved to men up to 
this point: driving, flying, exploring (Marie Marvingt, Amélie Earhart…). 
They got flying and driving licenses (Simone des Forest), headed explo-
ration expeditions, became adventurers or movie makers (Alice Guy). 
This movement allowed British women to get the vote in 1928. French 
women would only get there in 1944, before finally being able to open a 
bank account without their husbands’ consent in 1965. The notion of 
“head of household” was only erased from the Civil Code in 1970. These 
fights might seem improbable and out-of-date to us, yet before the war 
the female condition was far from ideal. And today, even if the notion of 
female salary disappeared, women are still payed 30 per cent less than 
men in some sectors. 

The film “The Suffragettes” accurately describes this time when half of the 
world’s population served men and suffered on a daily basis. 

The Great Race, by including an all-female team, aims at reminding us and 
making us reflect on the fact that the right of women to self-determina-
tion is only quite recent. This fight started at the turn of the 19th and 
20th centuries. 
               

The history of the suffragettes
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